THEOREM 1. There exists a set E a R such that (i) X(E fi A) = X(A) where A is any Lebesgue measurable set, and (ii) E f| (r + E) = 0 where r is any nonzero rational number. Moreover, if I is any interval in R, and S is any extension of the set E [\ 1 to a choice set Sal, then XS = XI.
PROOF. Let Q be the field of rational numbers. Say that x, y G R\Q are g-equivalent if y G QX + Q. This divides R\Q into g-equivalence classes. Let W c (0, 1) be a set of representatives of the (^-equivalence classes. Now R\Q ^ [} a^Q (aW -f b) and X(aW + b) = aXW. It follows thatO < XW ^ 1.
We use the Vitali covering theorem to a.e. cover W with countably manypairwise disjoint closed intervals 7 y with rational endpoints such that IIj < I-^IW for each j and S y A(/ y ) < (1 + 2~l) XW. For some index j, 1(1 j) < (1 + 2-l )l(Ij fi W). Let K x be this /,, Then X{W\KÙ ^ XW-XK X £ XW -2-1 XW > 0.
